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Victory Closets was born from the idea that something was
missing from today’s custom closet systems: VERSATILITY.

With other custom closet organizers, the design you select is
fixed, adding a lot of pressure to really get the design right the
first time. But what if your storage needs change in the future?
Imagine if you could reconfigure your closet layout, whenever
and however you want!

The Victory Closets patented custom closet system gives
you beautiful, durable, sensibly-priced storage solutions
with the flexibility to change as your needs change.
Change your mind? Change your design!
Our components are self-locking, simply lift and move.

Simple Process, Sensible Pricing
We build your custom closet with our proprietary parts
tailored to your specific needs and space configuration.
The Victory Closets parts-based model makes the design
process easy, and pricing is straightforward and affordable.
Turnaround time is fast, and
installation is quick and clean.

About Victory Closets

LOCALLY CRAFTED IN

PENNSYLVANIA



Our Storage Solutions

WALK-INS REACH-INS LAUNDRY ROOMS

ROOM
CONVERSIONS

WALL UNITS MUDROOMS
& COAT CLOSETS

KIDS’ ROOMS
& MORE!

PANTRIES



Standard Features
The Victory Closets wall-mounted systemmaximizes your
floor-to-ceiling storage without impacting flooring or baseboards.

Shelves and panels are 14" deep and constructed of highly
durable, scratch-resistant melamine.

We use the highest quality drawer construction; solid maple
wood dovetailed drawer boxes with heavy duty undermount
soft-close glides.

The face trim on our vertical panels gives your closet an elegant
upgrade compared to basic square-edged panels.

Our patented system uses cleated shelving supports that
provide greater stability than standard pins or fasteners by
supporting the full depth of the shelves.

Your closet will be professionally installed by a Victory Closets
installer.

Our limited lifetime warranty guarantees your Victory Closets
system for as long as you live in your home.



Colors and Hardware
COLORS
White: Bright, clean, and classic;
a popular choice for closets,
kitchen pantries and laundry rooms.

Driftwood: Nature-inspired
woodgrain with a hint of gray.

Vintage: Deep, rich shade
with a subtle woodgrain finish.

HARDWARE
Choose between our dark bronze
or nickel finishes for your hardware
including oval rods, knobs, and
accessories. Hardware upgrades
available upon request.

WHITE

DRIFTWOOD VINTAGE



Personalization Options
Personalize your closet with shoe shelves, soft-close dovetailed wood drawers, door sets, rounded corner
shelves, and accessories to suit your individual needs. Accessories include glide-out hampers and
wire baskets, two-tier felt-lined jewelry drawers, pant racks, valet rods, belt racks, tie racks, and more.



Our expert designers will design a beautiful, organized closet that
maximizes your storage space and enhances its functionality.

Our Design Process

STEP 1
Send us your closet dimensions
or request a free in-home
consultation. Tell us about your
wish list and any accessories
you’d like in your closet. Choose
a color and hardware finish.

STEP 2
We will create your custom 
closet design and provide a free 
3D rendering and price quote. 
We’ll make revisions to your 
design until it’s perfect for you.

STEP 3
Schedule your free installation!
Turnaround time is typically 
just a few weeks.
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